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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (\)C) is on the Unlimited Edition of Salesforce orgs. Currently, there are four Developer Pro
sandboxes used by dev teams for various purposes, one partial copy sandboxes used for training, one full sandbox
used for user acceptance testing. There is another full sandbox used for performance testing during the initial launch,
and it is no longer being actively used. 

A system administrator had reported yesterday that none of the sandboxes can be refreshed. 

What is the most probable action an architect can help the system administrator with? 

A. It appears the org is using more sandboxes than the license permits. The Partial Copy sandbox shouldn\\'t be used. 

B. Create a Salesforce support case, someone shouldknow what is wrong. 

C. Contact the Salesforce Account Team to do a sandbox License Count. 

D. Delete the full sandbox used for performance testing. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers CUC) is an enterprise financial company that operates in EMEA, AMER, and APAC. Because of
regulatory requirements, UC has a separate Salesforce org for each region. Each org has its own customizations that fit
for the region needs, but there are also standard processes that apply to all regions requirements. 

As the deployment architect, what should be considered for the multi-org deployment strategy? 

A. Deploy metadata to production orgs using managed packages. 

B. Deploy metadata to production orgsusing unmanaged packages. 

C. Deploy metadata to production orgs using package development model. 

D. Deploy metadata to production orgs using change sets. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers recently added a new sales division to theEnsure that Record Type Ids match both Productiowhen
migrating to Production, the Developer reports that Unit Tests are failing. What should an Architect do to ensure tests
execute predictably? 

A. Ensure that Record Type Ids match both Production and Sandbox orgs 

B. Ensure executed Apex test run as valid users 

C. Ensure unit tests generate their own test data 
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D. Ensure unit tests execute with seeAllData=true 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

At any giventime, Universal Containers has 10 Apex developers building new functionality and fixing bugs. Which
branching strategy should an Architect recommend that mitigates the risk of developers overwriting others changes? 

A. Have all developers build new functionality in new branches, but fix bugs in the HEAD 

B. Have all developers work in the same branch, continuously testing for regressions 

C. Have developers work in separate branches and merge their changes in a common branch for testing 

D. Don\\'t use sourcecontrol. Rely on Salesforce\\'s built-in conflict detection mechanism 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A Salesforce partner intends to build a commercially available application by creating a managed package for
distribution through AppExchange. 

What two types of environments can the partner use for development of the managed package? Choose 2 answers 

A. DeveloperEdition 

B. Partner Developer Edition 

C. Developer sandbox 

D. Developer Pro sandbox 

Correct Answer: BC 
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